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Introduction
The number of candidates sitting this unit was similar to the numbers sat in June 2017. On this

paper, there are 32 marks in Section A, the supported multiple choice section and 48 marks in

Section B, the data response section. Candidates have a choice of two data response questions and

more candidates attempted question 9 on orange concentrate than question 10 on the labour

market. The quality of responses has once again improved. Stronger responses offered accurate

definitions of key terms. The annotation of diagrams shifting supply or demand as appropriate and

drawing new equilibria was well done by a significant number of candidates. Diagrams were well

used to show the effect of a minimum wage and to illustrate external costs with the social

optimum, market equilibrium and welfare loss clearly identified. Stronger candidates identified

relevant external costs and then went on to explain how the third party loses out. It was pleasing

that candidates explored the impact of indirect tax on different economic agents. When exploring

the concept of price elasticity of supply, most candidates were able to give examples from the

Extract and linked them to the relevant elasticity. The carbon emissions scheme was

misunderstood with many candidates referring to how firms are fined or taxed for going over

allowance – which is incorrect. Whilst candidates can define a carbon emission scheme, they need

to understand that going over the allowance will require buying permits from other firms with

spare permits and will not involve fines or taxation. The medium of exchange is an area centres

need to work on to support candidates and an understanding of the importance of the double

coincidence of wants would be helpful. There was some excellent annotation of the minimum price

diagram to access the range of marks. Candidates who performed well used the Extracts to ensure

their responses were in context and then offered sufficient development to access analysis marks.

Evaluation also used the context and developed these.
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Question 1 

Most candidates were able to achieve well on this question. Many candidates could identify the

correct answer. Candidates had to identify that goods that are non-rival and non-excludable are

public goods and many did so. It was less common for candidates to offer examples of public

goods. Candidates also often defined the mixed economy making reference to the private and

public sector, whilst others made reference to the price mechanism and government sector to

access the marks. When defining mixed economy some candidates said that it is the free market

and command economy but this is not sufficient to access the mark. Up to 2 marks could be

achieved for explaining the free rider effect although this was rarely awarded as most candidates

just identified it, which gained no credit. Rejection of A was common as many candidates explained

that governments would impose tax on products with external costs or that they would subsidise

external benefits. Similarly B was rejected because subsidies would be provided for goods with

external benefits or that external costs would see indirect taxes imposed.

This candidate has achieved the full marks available for this question.
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The candidate has selected the correct key for the

first mark. The definition offered for a mixed

economy is acceptable and achieves a mark. They

identify public goods so achieve the next mark.

They then give a relevant example of a public good

in terms of lighthouses. Full marks achieved 4/4.

When defining mixed economy, it is best defined

as where resources in an economy are allocated by

both the price mechanism and the government
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Question 2 

Candidates typically did well on this question. Most candidates could achieve a mark for defining

either renewable or non-renewable. Many candidates gave examples but were not awarded marks

for this. All the marks available could be achieved through calculations. In most instances two

marks were awarded for calculating renewable resources in 2006 and 2016. Very few candidates

went on to calculate the change between the two years. When candidates did so accurately they

would achieve the full 3 marks for explanation. Many candidates achieved credit for rejecting

alternative responses. Most rejected A by calculating that the proportion fell and B by explaining

that hydro in fact fell from 4.3% to 2.9%.

Full marks have been achieved by this candidate.
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This response has the right answer. The candidate

defines renewable resources accurately. They were

not rewarded for the examples. They go on to

define non-renewable but get no credit for this as

the mark for definitions has already been awarded.

The candidate achieves a mark for renewable total

in 2006 and another for the calculation for 2016.

Rejection of C is also creditworthy as it uses data

explicitly to reject C.

When explaining why the alternatives are wrong it

is advisable to use data to help prove or disprove

the points being made.
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Question 3 

This question saw many candidates achieve credit but very few were able to achieve the full marks

available. Many candidates could identify the correct answer that the function of money was to act

as a medium of exchange. Most candidates could then go on to explain the medium of exchange in

terms of where an item is widely accepted in exchange for goods and services. When teaching the

functions of money, it is worth emphasising why alternatives to money such as barter do not work.

The key here is the ability to explain the double coincidence of wants which was rarely explored.

The key point is that two people may have items to trade but they need to then find someone that

wants those items and has something to trade that is wanted by the other party. One way

candidates were able to access marks was by rejecting A. Many candidates explained that rational

consumers maximise and not minimise utility.

Full marks are achieved for this response.
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This candidate offers the correct answer. They

then offer a definition of the medium of exchange

for one mark, the key here is the reference to the

exchange of money for goods and services.

They are then credited for an awareness of the fact

money eliminates the double coincidence of

wants. The candidate achieves their final mark for

the rejection of B for understanding that the

division of labour involves the breaking down of

tasks. Whilst a weak rejection this was acceptable

to award the mark.

Candidates need to be able to explain the idea of

the double coincidence of wants and how money

resolves this. Many did not make any reference to

this concept.
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Question 4 

The majority of candidates were able to correctly identify that milk was a normal good and that

demand for milk is the most responsive to a change in price. Many defined both income elasticity of

demand and price elasticity of demand. Fewer candidates defined relatively price inelastic or

normal goods. A lot of attention was paid to definitions yet only one mark was awardable for this. It

is key that candidates use the elasticities to prove the answer correct. Most candidates explained

that the positive value made it a normal good. It was less common for them to outline that the

value being closer to -1 made it the most elastic. Many candidates had to rely on rejection to access

marks. Again, it is useful to include the specific values of elasticity to be able to reject.

The candidate may have taken time to decide the right answer having changed their mind a few

times but full marks are achieved here.
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The correct answer is offered. The candidate offers

the formulae for both income elasticity of demand

and price elasticity of demand. Formulae were only

awarded 1 mark in total. The candidate explains

that milk is a normal good and makes reference to

its value. They then explain that that milk has the

largest PED making it most responsive to access

the final mark. The candidate rejects A which

would also be credited as they have clearly

identified fruit as being price inelastic. Full marks

are achieved.
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The best responses on this question used the

numbers in the table where relevant and

interpreted what the values meant.
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Question 5 

Questions on consumer behaviour have historically been challenging for candidates but this year it

is clear that this is being taught well as the quality of responses has improved. When looking at the

reasons consumers do not switch electricity providers, the majority of candidates were able to

identify that it was due to habitual behaviour. Similar numbers of candidates defined rational

behaviour and irrational behaviour. Both were creditworthy for one mark. When explaining why

rational consumers switch it was best to explicitly refer to the amount they could save. The very

best responses considered that this money could then be spent elsewhere to gain further utility.

Many candidates defined habitual behaviours in terms of people showing loyalty to a firm they

have used for a long period of time. One successful strategy was to reject alternatives. For example,

B was commonly rejected by explaining that they would be able to calculate the AUD$600 saving

and therefore switch.

This candidate has accessed full marks with a combination of explanation of the correct answer

and rejection of an incorrect answer.
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Correct answer is offered to achieve the first mark.

The definition of habitual behaviour is fine for a

second mark. Understanding of rationality gained

the next mark with definition in brackets. The

candidate effectively rejects B by making reference

to being able to calculate the saving. The rejection

of C is not credited here. The candidate needs to

offer more in the explanation in terms of why they

think they have asymmetric information.

Remember when rejecting responses to explicitly

refer to the letter being rejected.
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Here we have a response that achieves the marks in an efficient way.

This candidate offers the correct answer for the

first mark. They then define habitual behaviour

and then rationality for the second and third mark.

Making reference to saving AUD$600 means they

achieve full marks.
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Question 6 

This question explored the introduction of a minimum price. All the marks could be achieved by

effectively annotating the diagram. In most instances the candidate achieved full marks through a

combination of annotating the diagram and the written explanation. Many candidates were able to

identify that the result would be excess supply and that consumer surplus would fall. Many defined

the minimum price often referring to it being a price floor below which prices could not fall. Other

candidates defined excess supply or consumer surplus although only one mark was available for

one of these. Candidates commonly drew the minimum price above the market price. Explicitly

labelling the new Quantity Demanded and Quantity Supplied was also creditworthy. Very few

candidates annotated the extension of supply and contraction of demand. Many did annotate the

excess supply/surplus. It was rare to see candidates labelling the original and new consumer

surplus on the diagram, with more offering a written explanation of the area of the old and new

consumer surplus.

This response has achieved more marks than the marks allocated to the question.
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First mark is awarded for the correct answer. In

terms of annotating the diagram they gain a mark

for illustrating the new minimum price above the

equilibrium. They then gain a mark for the old and

new consumer surplus and they also identify the

change in consumer surplus. Only one mark was

linked to consumer surplus.

They gain a further mark for showing the excess

supply on the diagram. Although already having

achieved full marks they are credited for showing

the contraction of demand and extension of supply

clearly using arrows. The minimum price is also

defined accurately.

Where a diagram is provided annotate it. Many

candidates continued to redraw the diagram in

full. It is unsurprising that a number of these

candidates often then failed to complete the

paper.
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Question 7 

The area of tradable pollution permit schemes is an area of the specification that continues to

challenge some learners. Many candidates talk about it involving fines and taxes being charged

when in fact it is about them trading the permits with other firms. This question looked at when the

scheme may not be effective. A number of candidates clearly selected B or C as these are how the

scheme operates but they had not realised they had to look at what makes the scheme ineffective.

Nearly all candidates were able to gain credit for defining a permit scheme or by showing

understanding of the tradeable aspect. Many candidates understood that the permit scheme

creates a profit incentive to reduce carbon emissions. Many explained that too many permits being

offered would lead to higher levels of external costs and that the incentive to sell permits would fall

if the supply of available permits increases too high. A significant number of candidates did talk

about how exceeding the permits would lead to fines and taxes which is not a feature of a

tradeable permit scheme – the key feature is that firms trade any excess permits.

This candidate has achieved full marks showing a good understanding of the operation of a

tradable pollution permit scheme.
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This candidate offers the correct answer. They

define tradable pollution permits focusing on the

permit aspect. They explain that this creates an

incentive to produce less. They achieve the final

mark by explaining that too many permits means it

will be easier and cheaper to purchase permits

creating less of an incentive to reduce pollution

levels. The rejection of B is not explained well

enough, they need to explain what makes it

effective.
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Question 8 

This question was challenging for many candidates. A significant number identified D as correct

although this was an example of government failure where a government intervention leads to

smuggling rather than market failure. B was also commonly offered as an answer but market

failure is not the result of imperfect information. Most candidates that achieved well here knew that

employees being unaware of their financial needs in retirement was the correct answer; and most

defined imperfect information. Stronger candidates explained that people would not invest enough

into pensions or savings leaving them without sufficient funds in retirement. Few candidates made

the link to why this is market failure as there is an under allocation of resources to pensions. It was

very common for candidates achieving full marks to achieve this through a combination of

explanation of the right answer and rejection of the wrong answers. D was most commonly

rejected as candidates identified this as government failure.

Full marks have been achieved by this candidate.
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The candidate has identified the correct answer.

They have accurately defined asymmetric

information which was credited. They have clearly

rejected D by referring to this being government

failure. They have also been credited for stating

that upon retirement they would end up in

poverty.
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Question 9 (a) 

Candidates had to explain why the price of orange juice concentrate increased by 21%. Many

referred to the 21% but because it was in the question no marks were available. When candidates

identified that the price had increased to $4 they were credited. Making reference to the poor

harvest or more specifically talking about the decreased harvest in Brazil or Florida was credited

with one mark. Those candidates that developed this to explain why there was a poor harvest in

terms of the tree-killing bug or heavy rains gained a further development mark. Very few

candidates accessed the mark for explaining that more fruit would be needed to make one kilo of

orange juice concentrate. The question asked for a diagram and three marks were awarded for an

accurate diagram. If the supply and demand diagram was drawn with an equilibrium then one

mark was awarded. The correct shift in the supply curve gained the second mark. The final mark

was awarded for the final equilibrium.

This candidate has actually drawn two diagrams – both of which would access the full marks

available for the diagram.
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The candidate makes reference to the 21%

increase in price but this is not awarded. However,

they did then make reference to $4 which was

awarded. They made reference to poor harvests in

both Brazil and Florida and gained one mark for

this. They developed this by referring to the tree-

killing bug for a development mark. They also

wrote about how they now require more oranges

to make 1 kilo of concentrate to gain a further

mark. Both diagrams would be awarded the full 3

marks. Both have an original equilibrium, correct

shift of supply and the new equilibrium.

The description under the diagram does not add

anything to the response. Candidates are given

marks for diagrams with an accurate drawing

rather than the explanation.
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Question 9 (b) 

This question required candidates to consider the relationship between orange juice concentrate

and bottled water. Most candidates correctly identified that as the price of concentrate rises the

price of orange juice would rise leading people to substitute to bottled water causing the quantity

of bottled water to rise. Having identified them as substitutes many candidates correctly defined

substitutes for the second mark. The link to people switching to bottled water was often developed

for the final mark to consider the impact on price, employment, revenues or producer surplus in

the bottled water sector. Where plausible arguments were made to how the goods were

complements then these were credited.

An excellent response accessing all available marks.
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The candidate starts by defining substitutes for

one mark and then later makes reference to the

positive XED for the same mark. Making reference

to them being weak substitutes is also credited a

mark. When they make the point that people will

be consuming more bottled water they gain the

third mark. The final mark was awarded for the

reference to the rise in profit/producer surplus.

The diagram would gain credit if it was made clear

which product this was for and the increase in

producer surplus was clearly identified. Had the

candidate not picked up the mark for saying

demand for bottled water would rise then they

could gain a mark for showing demand shifting to

the right as long as it was clear that this was the

bottled water market.

There is a lot of information here for a 4 mark

response. Be careful not to write too much on

these 4 and 6 mark questions as it can then be

more difficult to complete the 10 and 14 mark

questions.
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Question 9 (c) 

This question required a discussion on whether orange juice concentrate has price elastic or

inelastic supply. There was sound theoretical knowledge of PES, elastic and inelastic supply. It was

pleasing to read so many responses that used information from the Extract to argue for elastic or

inelastic. Some candidates picked up that several years of poor harvests would mean stocks would

be running low and therefore be more inelastic. Some candidates picked up that harvests

happened for eight months in Brazil making it relatively more elastic whereas it took only three

months in Florida suggesting it was more inelastic. Evaluation was required to access the final four

marks. Most candidates presented elastic as KAA and evaluated with reference to inelastic or vice

versa.

This candidate achieves full marks.
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The candidate has clearly provided the formula for

PES for the first mark. They then talk about stocks

which is in context and analysed in detail to be

awarded Level 3. The reference to the time period

in the context of Brazil is also awarded Level 3. This

gains 6/6 for Knowledge, Application and Analysis.

For Evaluation they have considered that there is

the ability to freeze making it more elastic and

then they explore the time period linked to Florida

to achieve top of Level 3 for evaluation. 10/10

overall.
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Question 9 (d) 

This question considers the external costs associated with the production of oranges. There is a

requirement to include a diagram and in most cases there was an attempt to do so. A typical

response would define external costs. It was pleasing that responses focused their attention on

three key external costs from the Extract. These linked to using chemical fertilisers and how this

causes soil erosion and pollutes water and finally how oranges need a significant amount of water.

The best responses would explain how this affects the third parties. Diagrams normally included

the correct costs and benefit curves. When candidates included social optimum, market equilibrium

and welfare loss they tended to achieve Level 3 for the diagram.

Evaluation was better developed this series. For example, many candidates discussed magnitude

and then developed by considering the number of oranges produced in Florida and Brazil. Many

compared the water use by oranges to tomatoes and strawberries. Many candidates looked at the

private and external benefits linked to orange production. Effective consideration of measurement

issues and the time period before external costs build up to have an impact were also commonly

developed as evaluation points.

This response achieves Level 3 for Knowledge, Application and Analysis and Level 2 for the

Evaluation offered. It achieves 8/8 and 4/6, giving a total of 12/14.
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The response accurately defines external costs. It

then considers the use of chemical fertilisers in

orange production considering both soil erosion

and pollution of the water supply. The candidate

considers the likely impact with mud slides, the

killing of fish which affects fish suppliers and the

fact the fish cannot be used by humans. This work

achieves Level 3. Similarly, the candidate looks at

how orange production reduces water supply

available as it uses 62.7 litres, they look at the

knock on effect on crop production to access Level

3. The diagram achieves Level 3 as it has all the

correct curves labelled. The social optimum is

clearly labelled as is the welfare loss triangle. The

use of e next to Pe and Qe shows labelling of the

market equilibrium.

For evaluation the candidate considers the

difficulty in measuring external costs and looks at

how this makes it difficult to attach a monetary

value. They also consider how the external costs

emerge later. Both these evaluation points achieve

Level 2.

When producing an external costs diagram it is

important to be able to label the market

equilibrium, social optimum and the welfare loss

area to be able to achieve Level 3.
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Question 9 (e) 

The final part of question 9 required candidates to evaluate the impact of the introduction of a

sugar tax in the UK. Candidates were required to consider the impact upon producers, consumers

and the government. To achieve Level 3 all three of these economic agents needed considering.

Although no diagram was requested many candidates included one and used this to then look at

the impact on the three agents. The quality of responses was good with many candidates being

able to achieve Level 3 for Knowledge, Application and Analysis and Evaluation. Typically,

candidates defined indirect taxes. Many used supply and demand analysis to then in turn consider

the impact on producers focusing on costs, supply, producer surplus and employment. They used

this to look at the impact on consumers in terms of the affordability of sugary drinks, the reduced

focus on the quantity consumed, possible health benefits and consumer surplus. Many candidates

considered the impact on the government in terms of tax revenue and how these funds could be

used to tackle obesity. Evaluation often looked at the importance of the magnitude or size of the

tax, looking at the elasticity and how it might impact upon the incidence of the tax and the numbers

that would be prevented from experiencing obesity.

This candidate achieves 8/8 and 4/6 with a total score of 12/14.
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This candidate has defined indirect tax accurately.

The diagram is Level 2 as it is basic and only shows

the correct shift in supply. To reach Level 3 more

would need to be added for example the incidence

of the tax. The candidate then discusses how the

increased costs and price will lead to less revenue

again for Level 2. They then start to move to Level

3 when looking at how it makes consumers

healthier before developing this by looking in

detail, for example, at absenteeism. Similarly the

candidate looks at the government budget, tax

revenue and the fact less spending will be needed

for the treatment of cancer etc.

The evaluation work is consistently in Level 2. It

looks at magnitude, the impact of the PED and the

fact it might be minimal impact as it is a small

proportion of income.

Whilst a diagram is not needed or expected,

candidates can be well rewarded if they use a

diagram in their analysis to look at the impact on

each economic agent.
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Question 10 (a) 

This question required candidates to explain why the wages of agricultural workers had increased.

They were expected to include a labour market diagram in their answer. The diagram was awarded

up to 3 marks. One for the original equilibrium, one for the shift in labour supply and the final mark

for the new equilibrium. In terms of reasons there were lots of reasons that could be found within

the Extract. Candidates could receive up to 3 marks for reasons offered; these included the long

hours in the sector, the declining and ageing rural population, workers not being willing to move to

rural locations, the physical challenge of the work and less people wanting to seek work in this

sector. Explicit reference to the number of hours and job vacancies was also credited.

Here the data is used well and an accurate diagram has been drawn. Doing this enables the

candidate to achieve full marks.
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The diagram achieves full marks for including the

original equilibrium, supply shift and new

equilibrium. Although it has P we will award as

wages were clearly labelled on the y axis. The

candidate achieved 3 marks for using the Extract to

identify the declining rural population and for

identifying the physical and unsocial nature of the

work. Finally, they gained a mark for identifying

that the hours were long by referring to the fact

hours are 44.8 hours compared to 35.9 hours in

other sectors.

When drawing labour market diagrams it is

important to label the y axis wages.
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Question 10 (b) 

Most candidates were able to gain a mark for understanding that people do not move between

locations but many missed the mark for explaining that they are unwilling to move for employment.

There were two marks available for data reference to examples from the Extract. Many candidates

considered that workers are unwilling to move between urban and rural areas. Others focused on

the fact that in Australia there is unemployment in some cities but vacancies in another. Finally,

candidates looked at the UK and how after exit from the EU geographical mobility will worsen.

Full marks have been awarded in this response for demonstrating knowledge of the concept and

for using examples from the Extract.

The definition of geographical immobility has

included reference to moving for jobs for the first

mark and then reference to between different

locations for the second mark. To achieve the data

mark the candidate looks at the movement of

workers in the agricultural sector. They consider

how workers are unwilling to move between urban

areas and rural areas. They also look at why

people are unwilling to move for example from

Thailand to Canada.
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Question 10 (c) 

This question asked candidates to make reference to Extract 2. By referring to the changes in the

minimum wage in the 18 states in the USA, candidates were able to achieve the higher levels. Most

responses defined minimum wage as the wage floor below which wages cannot go. Candidates

were asked to draw a diagram and most did so. The minimum wage change referred to in the

Extract was an increase in the minimum wage rather than an introduction. Therefore, the best

diagrams showed an original minimum wage and a new higher minimum wage rate. Most

candidates considered the impact in terms of contracting demand for labour and extending supply

of labour and the excess supply or unemployment that results. Many candidates also linked to the

impact on product markets in terms of raising costs and prices. Some candidates also looked at

labour saving that might occur to lower costs.

For evaluation, the candidates used the Extracts effectively. Many referred to the fact it led to a

substantial increase in average wages of the lowest paid workers and also referred to raising real

wages. These improvements were experienced without the expected increase in unemployment.

Other evaluative points made which were less applied included reference to magnitude, measuring

the correct minimum wage, the time period and whether they might not be binding.

This candidate has achieved Level 3 for their Knowledge, Application and Analysis. The Evaluation is

weaker and achieves Level 1. Overall, the candidate scores 7/8 and 2/6 giving a total of 9/14.
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The candidate has defined the minimum wage by

referring to the floor wage. They then explain the

motivation for introducing it in terms of the

prevention of exploitation. It is the diagram and

write up below that moves this candidate to Level

3. They also link to how it causes higher

unemployment and costs to firms. They look at

how these may cause a decrease in living

standards or even shut down. Much of the work is

Level 2 but it is the effective use of the diagram

that elevates to Level 3.

The evaluation is weaker and only really identifies

a number of relevant evaluative comments and

links to the fact that the data suggests there was

no impact on employment.

When doing minimum wage diagrams it is

important to consider whether it is the

introduction or increase in a minimum wage. This

should then dictate the diagram drawn.
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Question 10 (d) 

This question required candidates to evaluate the impact of the exit of the UK from the EU.

Candidates had to focus on the labour market in the food manufacturing sector. Many defined

immigration and suggested the supply of labour would fall. Candidates suggested this would cause

the contraction of demand, lower employment and higher wages. Many drew a labour market

diagram to support their answer. Many candidates emphasised the difficulty in getting UK workers

to work in the sector and the challenges this would bring with less migration. Evaluation often

focused on the fact 31% of worker in the food manufacturing sector are EU citizens. Many

candidates commented on the two year time frame before the EU exit is likely to happen. The

replacement of labour with capital was also discussed.

The candidate scores 7/8 and 3/6, giving a total of 10/14.
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This candidate has included a diagram showing the

supply shift, wage rise and quantity fall. They make

reference to the loss of 31% commenting that this

is a large percentage and that this might lead to a

large increase in manufacturing costs. They also

look at firms switching from labour to technology.

Overall this work in just in Level 3 for Knowledge,

Application and Analysis. The evaluation talks

about the fact that the EU workers deal to stay

may not happen. The candidate also talks about

the idea of relocating production. This evaluation

has detail sufficient to access Level 2.
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Question 10 (e) 

This question requires a discussion of the likely effects of relocation subsidies on the mobility of

labour within Australia. Most candidates could define relocation subsidies and looked at how it

could help with geographical immobility. Candidates typically used the data to show the size of the

subsidy. The focus was on how it helps transfer workers from high unemployment areas to high

vacancy areas. Evaluation focused on other factors being more important that just financial

considerations. Common evaluative comments related to time, magnitude and opportunity costs

were offered.

This candidate scored 4/6 and 4/4, giving a total of 8/10.
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They have defined a subsidy and the mobility of

labour. They make the link to how this improves

geographical mobility of labour by making explicit

reference to data in the Extract. They have used a

diagram to show how wages decrease and how

employment falls. For evaluation they look at the

importance of other factors, for example the

family. They also look at how occupational mobility

may be the problem that needs dealing with.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Section A: supported multiple choice

Define accurately the key economic term(s) used in each question.

It is important to not just identify the free rider problem associated with public goods but to also

be able to explain why it leads to firms being unable to make a profit from public goods.

Clarifying energy sources and whether they are renewable and non-renewable would be helpful

as a significant number of candidates were unable to calculate accurately.

Centres also need to make sure candidates know that the tradeable permit scheme does not rely

on fines or taxes but on the buying and selling of spare permits.

Section B: data response

When asked to consider the impact of an indirect tax on producers, consumers and the

government it is important each is considered. It is difficult to access Level 3 without doing so.

When defining geographical immobility, it is not just an unwillingness to move location but to

move location for employment that is important.

Focus on developing economic analysis in the high mark base questions. Quite often candidates

moved from definitions and a brief explanation of an economic issue straight into evaluation.

This was evident on the 14 mark questions. Economic analysis typically involves explaining the

sequence of events leading up to a particular outcome.

Where diagrams are requested these should be drawn, as they will be well rewarded – but do be

careful with the accuracy of these. The external costs diagram was well rewarded when it was

labelled explicitly with the market equilibrium, social optimum and welfare loss. Similarly, the

minimum wage diagram to show an increase in the minimum wage was well rewarded.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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